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Travel agency logo design templates

February 16, 2013 3 min Read before you start designing pickup cards or picking up colors for your letter heads, you need a logo. Featuring your company name, mazin with a bit of color and perhaps a few graphic touches here and there, your logo is the most important design element because it is the foundation for all your other materials: stationery, packaging, promotional
materials and tokens. Through the use of color and graphics, your logo should reflect the overall image you want your company to transfer, recommend Interbrand, brand identity and marketing company. It should make people feel for what their company is all about. For example, say your organic face cream product you will be marketing to health-conscious consumers. Your logo
should show the best benefits of your product -- all natural and environmentally sound. Creating a simple, no-nonsense logo using pitch tones and plain typeshing will imagine a product that goes back back to the basics, which is exactly what you want to achieve. Take that same product and make it a slick, high-tech look with neon color, however, and people don't link your logo
with the down-to-ground product you're selling. Logos come in two basic forms: abstract symbols (such as apples at Apple Inc.) or logotypes, a lightened randy of your company's name. You can also use a combination of both. Alan Siegel, president of Siegel+Gill, a design company specializing in corporate identity, warns that promoting an abstract symbol could prove too costly
for a small business on a budget. Moreover, he says, it's harder to remember such logos. A logotype or word mark is much easier to remember, Siegel says. Trying to create a logo alone may seem like the best way to avoid the high costs of going to a professional design company, which has charged thousands for the logo alone. However, be aware that there are many
independent designers, including many who advertise online, which cost much less. According to Stan Evenson, founder of evenson design group, entrepreneurs on a tight budget should shop around for a designer. There are many freelance designers who charge rates ranging from $35 to $150 per hour, based on their experience. But don't hire anyone because of their
bargaining price. Find a designer who is familiar with your field..... and your competition . If the cost still seems exorbitant, remember that a good logo should take at least ten years. Even if you have a good eye for the color and sense of what you want your logo to look like, you should still consult a professional designer. why? They know whether or not the logo design is not
easily passed on to it or the excessive cost is passed on to the print. Your logo is the foundation of all your promotional materials, so this is an area where A little more now really pays off later. There is definitely a bad logo design floating around this world of good. Bad logos are usually wrong about when a company under the impression that they can do it themselves - which
often leads in some well-meaning soul producing monstrosity using the power point and some clip art. It lacks the understanding that a designer brings to this job; From how typographical and graphical elements can be brought together to accurately demonstrate the core values of a company's brand. There is a whole bunch of 'gotchas' when producing logos that can sometimes
be forgotten in the race to the end-line deadline. Here is a checklist of 20 tips to help you generate on brand and targeted logo designs. Words: Paul Wyatt01. The brand logo section 'Bigger Picture' to use wolf Olins 2012 Olympics logo machine 'logo is not just brand' is the most common tip to remember when creating a company's identity. The logo of the 2012 Olympic Games by
Wolfe Evelyns was universally ridiculed when it was published in 2007. Much of this was due to media restrictions that meant they could not explain or show how the logo was supposed to be used as part of the successful brand of the 2012 London Games and not necessarily in isolation. If you are providing a logo that is most going to be seen 'locked' with a strap or attached to
another visual device then show examples of this in your initial presentation.02. Gimmicky fonts don't beat scoundrels around the bush... Gimmicky fonts are more scoundrels. They are the equivalent of typographical quaitz, and there is a reason most of them are free. Because of herer professionalism you have to avoid them at all costs. Most gimmicky fonts are too fancy, too
weak, and are likely to be used (badly) in a hundred different cheap business cards now. Keep your pen selection classic and simple and avoid garnishing too much of your logo.03. Make sure you hit an example note of three types of treatment by Luke Prowse - a authoritative, friendly and fun imagine you're looking online for an accountant and come across a company called
Harewood Accounting Services that had a logo made from a hare font and a picture of hare sitting on a wood plank. You doubt weither this crowd is worth taking seriously or not this dummy company could well have numerous awards and reams of halal happy customers, but such a logo offers no trust or admiration for the services they provide inspiration. A logo represents the
professionalism of a business, and poor visual pranks don't work. Use fonts that sum up 'brand mood'.04. The future of proving your LogoRedesign and re-invigoration of The Times Supplement times2 created by Luke Prowse alongside art director Neville Brody and his editorial team at home you should struggle with any logo to the future proving it. Most identities like Shell and
Kellogg's have changed over time but have kept the brand elements topless while cleverly 'refreshing' or modernizing themselves There must be elements to the logo that are lasting but you have to be careful that other aspects of it may need to be adapted in the future for visual formats as yet unknown.05. The lazy customer question wantsLook through the abbreviated logo of
his client and begins to ask questions about any vague or lazy short writing you might find there. The logo should be iconic and the logo should be a memorable two very stereotypical phrases you need to drag your customer up about. A man kicking a chicken dressed as a Father Christmas is memorable but for all the wrong reasons. So, as with all the design work ordered, you
need to manage your customer's expectations, set realistic goals and find out what exactly your work needs to convey. Logos become symbolic and memorable: they are not created this way.06 Creating the right species of logo should be compatible for all manner of different applications. Image credit: Ben Powell www.gogetcreative.co.uk your logo is amazing, beautiful, and
stunning... But only on your full 24in HD monitor. Shrink that kid to 100 pixels and what do you have? A little undetectable street. When creating a logo you need to come up with species that show how it can occupy a real world or computer space. Showing this to your customers shows how you are thought through how (if needed) your logo can be used on a billboard at Old
Trafford, in uniform, or small in a franked business letter. Think about creating a show version of the logo for when it occupies small spaces, and maybe a bright and greyscale version. It's a long way to prove to your client they're getting value for money and logos that can be used everywhere.07. Use clip art (yes, you read it right) Believe it or not, clip art can be a useful starting
point in general, the art clip in its original form should only be used by men in the suit to add 'visual interest' to a PowerPoint presentation and not by the creative that designs the logo. However, you can use it as a starting point to create your own logo icon. There are most clip art in vector format that you can customize, track over or refine in Illustrator. This is a great starting point if
you are not comfortable with creating your own icons.08. Creating locking versions ofLogo and slogans should work in harmony as well as individual logos often combined with tagline (or strapline) that conveys a brand message. Nike, for example, has its swoosh device with 'Just Do It', which is usually seen underneath it. Both elements can work separately but when they are
there together this is referred to as a 'lock-up'. That's when both elements feel the cohesion between them. As these elements can be seen separately the law to remember is that relying on tagline means logo or vice versa. Your logo doesn't necessarily have to be an intuitive representation of the tagline but the two should be equally 'on the brand'. Simple but evoked logo
produced by Luke Prowse for Tempestra's underwear subtract Techniques to eliminate redundancy in any creative quest. That is, constantly ask yourself questions that begin with it, does this logo require... Does that make sense?, does this match the brief and does this indulge itself? Is. If you can't make sense of the element that's part of your logo, chances are you'll have to
remove it from the overall piece. When your logo is at its easiest, it's probably at its strongest .10. Immerse yourself in brandBefore even starting to project ideas for the logo, spending some time compiling the equivalent of the M15 case on their client brand: who they are, what they are doing and what their demographics are. Look at the previous continuations of their logo and
ask yourself what doesn't represent the brand on these. Then compile a 'Must and Must' checklist before starting your creative work. Next: Tips on research, planning, using vectors and more... More...
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